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Large format luminaires are increasingly present in current decorations and are no
longer exclusive to hotel halls, large atriums or huge spaces with soaring ceilings.
Contemporary and functional suspensions of large dimensions are now part of
current interior designs in homes, restaurants, shops, offices or offices. These
large pieces convey character and give a spectacular touch, since they tend to
become protagonists, the focal point. Not in vain are these types of luminaires
called ‘jewel lamps’, since they add great value to the space and cause such a
resounding visual impact, that all eyes are raised on them.

At ALMALight we are strongly committed to this trend with TheLight, ThePalm and
TheChandelier pendants. Would you like to know more? Keep reading…
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TheLight collection is a reversal of the classic 'chandelier' with a design based on
straight lines and two LEDs integrated per arm, one at each end. TheLight
presents ‘vintage’ reminiscences that contrast with a modern air; besides, it is
striking eye-catching. Its 30-arm version is the largest, although there are two
other smaller versions, 18 and 12 arms, as an alternative.

ThePalm, on the other hand, follows in the footsteps of ALMALight's contemporary
chandeliers, but with a softer personality and a design with rounded shapes that
remind us of a palm tree. As in the case of TheLight, its 30-arm version is the one
that offers the greatest visual effect, although there are also two other smaller
versions, 18 and 12-arms, this time with one single Led housed in each arm.

TheChandelier maintains the same spirit of the previous two, although with its
own personality. The opal glass shades are ovoid in shape and the iron of their
structures transmits strength and solidity. It has an air of the twenties, with all the
positive connotations associated with that joyous period. The 15-arm model is its
largest version, although it also exists in 9 arms and in 3. TheChandelier bears
E27 sockets, which allow choosing the bulbs that best suit the user's wishes in
terms of temperature, intensity and possibility of light regulation.
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